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When it comes to achieving sustainable performance improvement that
cuts across all divisions,
the prognosis at Northeast
Health looks good.
Thanks to a slow and
steady approach to lean
implementation.
Northeast Health was
formed in 1995 with the
merger of Samaritan Hospital and The Eddy,
which offers senior care
and services. Albany Memorial Hospital joined
the network in 1997. Today, the system provides
care to approximately
350,000 people with an
array of services. From
hospitals, diagnostic services, and rehabilitation
to nursing homes, home
care and retirement living
options, Northeast Heath,
headquartered in Troy,
New York, reaches out to
15 counties and employs
more than 4,000 people.
In 2003, Northeast
Health began investigating the idea of initiatives
to improve processes
throughout the organization. Its Board Perform-

ance Improvement Committee was asked to research options and examined a number of them
including Six Sigma, the
Baldridge Award, and
ISO 9000 before deciding
to pursue lean. Lean was
chosen because of its simple, straightforward approach of focusing on
process standardization -something that Northeast
Health thought would
differentiate it from competitors.

dent of corporate affairs.
“And, because they
helped us see how applicable lean was to specific
projects as opposed to
other groups whose highlevel approach we just
couldn't get our arms
around.”
In conjunction with this
decision, Northeast
Health made another
important one. “We understood that implementing the initiative with a
one inch deep, 100 foot
wide approach would
mean proceeding at a
slower pace,” explained
Brown. “But it would give
us the opportunity, within
our budget constraints, to
ultimately touch a larger
population of the system.”
Scoring quick yet decisive
wins

After sending out RFPs to
various lean providers, the
decision was made in
early 2004 to work with
the Lean Learning Center
of Novi, Michigan. “We
liked the fact that partner
and co-founder, Andy
Carlino had healthcare
experience,” explained
Tricia Brown, vice presi-

Northeast Health rolled
out its lean initiative in
2004 with the intent of
giving people a “taste” for
lean. Carlino introduced
the principles of lean to
35 top managers in a twoday session. Then, one of
Center's Sr. Consultants,
came in to conduct four
kaizen events that first
year -- two in the acute
care hospital, one in
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home care and one in the
nursing home division.
Focusing on targeted issues
in a particular unit or department, team members
mapped out specific processes step-by-step, breaking
down every task in detail.
Goals were established,
root causes examined and
ways to save time and eliminate waste were identified
in order to improve process
flow.

These early
victories not only
gave staff members
a taste of lean,
they made believers
out of them.

A kaizen in the patient care
division, designed to
streamline prep time in
ambulatory surgery, proved
successful because of its
narrow focus and welldefined scope. The key goal
was to decrease the amount
of wait time in pre-surgery
by one half hour. Postevent review showed that
the goal was not only met it was sustained in nine out
of nine surgeon-identified
specialties. Another early
kaizen in the nursing home
division identified yet another opportunity to save
time and its goal was also
achieved.
In a third 2004 kaizen - this
one at Samaritan Hospital the team focused specifically on decreasing operating room turnaround in
GYN cases where a physician performs two surgeries
in a row. Pre-kaizen data
showed that the average
turnaround time was 21
minutes. Process mapping
indicated that it could be
done in 13.63 minutes for
more than a 30% improvement. When the new process was put in place, the
aggressive goal was not

quite met … however, by
achieving a 20% gain in
turnaround time savings,
the team could still call the
event a success

charts and 100% processing
and reporting of physicianordered labs. How did they
do? A three-month sampling
at 3 facilities and a full-year
sampling at another showed
only 2 missing labs at one
facility. Almost on mark but
not quite, so a new action
plan was put in place. During that week the IT department developed a new way to
use the system that enters
and checks lab results. And,
a closer relationship between
two divisions - in this case
the nursing home and Samaritan's lab was forged.

These early victories not
only gave staff members a
taste of lean, they made
believers out of them. One
was Patrick Archambeault,
a supervising community
health nurse who recalls,
“The kaizen was a lot of
work but it was well worth
it. There is such a need for
this process. It brought us
together as a team to share
ideas, which is wonderful. I
wish we had done it a long Another kaizen team in the
community services division
time ago.”
set a goal to meet promised
Reaching out … touching (expected) home medical
equipment pickup dates. Premore
kaizen data showed an onIn 2005, Northeast Health time pickup 63% of the
time. Post-kaizen data
branched out a bit more
with its initiative, conduct- showed an average on-time
pickup of 84% for 9 months
ing a total of 11 kaizens
in 2005. 2006 data continues
that touched even more
to sustain the results at 92%.
areas of the Northeast
Health system. In a residen- Also, driver productivity
tial services lab kaizen, the increased from 1.16 average
expected measure was bold deliveries/hour in 2004 to
- no missing labs in patient 1.21 in 2005.
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“The kaizen tool has
worked very well for us,”
says Brown. “Even negatives have been positive.
Sometimes our events
seemed a bit too big. Like
the one where we had all
four nursing homes involved. In it, we had to
overcome hurdles because
of the size of the group.
But, in the end, without
what I call a ‘world hunger’ approach, I don't
think we could have standardized the process
across the whole division
so quickly.”
Another step toward lean
implementation was
taken when Tricia Brown
was sent to the Lean
Learning Center's five-day
Lean Experience in Novi.
Here the objective is for
participants to internalize
lean through personal
experience and application. As Andy Carlino
explains, “Our form of
instruction is certainly not
the norm. Lean concepts
are taught through discussion and hands-on discovery, not lectures.” A popular part of the experience
involves the airplane
simulation exercise. On
day two of the session,
student groups build
model airplanes. Typically, each group only
builds one airplane in the
allotted time. The second
time around -- at the end
of the week-long session -using lean methods, tools
and applications - most
groups build at least nine.
Brown found the “learn,
apply, and reflect” aspect

of Lean Experience to be
just what the doctor ordered. “The goal is to send
participants back as walking examples of lean thinking and I couldn't wait to
get back to share the experience with others.” As a
result, the lean team is
growing all the time. In
addition to Brown and Dr.
John Collins, chief medical officer, four people
have attended the Center's
Kaizen Boot Camp class in
order to learn how to plan
and facilitate their own
kaizen events.

Easy-to-digest learning
Another key component
of lean implementation is
the Lean Learning Laboratory, a place where small
groups learn, practice and
apply lean rules and tools.
The lab consists of orientation meetings, module
training by Brown and Dr.
Collins, post-training and
reflection. Subject areas
include Scoreboards;
Waste Walks; Five S's;
Standardized Work and
Problem Solving. In 2004,
the Lean Learning Center
helped Northeast Health
launch its first Lean Lab in
the central intake department of its community
services division. Three
additional labs are now up
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and running -- one in the preadmission testing area at Samaritan Hospital; one on the
floor of a nursing unit at the
Eddy Ford Nursing Home
and one at Northeast Home
Medical Equipment.
“The labs are perfect for learning about lean tools in an
easy-to-digest way. They've
helped us realize -- and sustain
- real, concrete achievements,”
says Dr. Collins. “Our people
are going out into a particular
unit, applying a lean concept
that has just been learned,
figuring out a key improvable
and then tracking it in weekly
or bi-weekly huddles.” Adds
Brown, “The labs have been
wonderful. Though they take
time and they're concentrated
on a little department we are
really seeing groups that grasp
these ideas and start using it
day to day as they question
the waste in their area and
work on eliminating it.”
Reaping the results … spreading the word
While financial-savings was
not the primary motivator of
the lean initiative, significant
dollars can be attached to the
improvements Northeast
Health has made. “What
really is amazing, though, is
the time-savings we've been
able to attach to lean,” says
Trish Brown. “This has been
huge in terms of our being
able to improve the service we
deliver to our patients and
residents, not to mention the
improved quality of care.” Dr.
Collins is quick to point out
that employee development
has been key as well. “Many
people - over 250 - have been
touched by lean now. And

Another key
component of lean
implementation is
the Lean Learning
Laboratory, a
place where small
groups learn,
practice and apply
lean rules and
tools.
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Northeast Healthcare Continued
rising lean stars are being
identified all the time.
We're in this for the long
haul. And, educating even
more employees - particularly providing a higher
level of knowledge to a
broader base of senior
people -- will help us realize even greater results in
the future.”

“We're in this for the
long haul. And,
educating even more
employees particularly providing
a higher level of
knowledge to a
broader base of senior
people -- will help us
realize even greater
results in the future.”

“The hardest part of lean
is sustaining it over time,”
admits Brown. Which is
why the action review
process and system-wide
communication are so
important. The kaizen
teams get back together
after three and twelve
months to discuss key
measures met, barriers
encountered, successes to
build on and weaknesses
to improve on. One-page
kaizen summaries are
prepared and sent across
the system.
Affiliate newsletters record lean successes, progress is discussed at staff
meetings and senior leaders, including Northeast
Health CEO, Dr. James
Reed attend kaizen events

regularly. Northeast
Health is also working on
a quarterly publication,
called the “Green Book”
that pulls together the
various performance improvement initiatives being undertaken across the
whole system. “It's like a
three-legged stool that will
include patient satisfaction data, the results of a
series of patient safety
metrics and results of our
quality initiative, including lean,” says Collins.
Eventually this information will be shared
throughout the organization.
Balancing rollout with
reality
Northeast Health has
been heating things up a
bit in 2006, with new
kaizens and learning labs.
And, in the next rollout
phase, education will play
an even greater role in
growing the culture of
lean. “What we're facing
now is that as more people see what lean tools
can do, they want to do
more with them,” says

Collins. Which is why
Northeast Health is working right now on a plan
that will help strike a balance between demand for
lean and its supply of
resources. “We all seem to
agree that kaizens alone
won't do it,” says Brown,
“and learning labs are
valuable for helping us in
specific areas only, so
ultimately we will have to
broaden our approach.”
Admits
Carlino,
“Northeast Health's growing commitment and experience base means that
they don't need us as
much. And, that's a good
thing.” Back in 2003, the
board was grappling with
the what and the who of
lean implementation.
Now the big question for
senior leaders is, “How
fast can we afford to go?”
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Leading Lean A-Z
By Jamie Flinchbaugh

Z: Be a Zealot

Decades of knowledge in
lean have been passed
on, written down,
turned into curriculums
and even documented in
the annual reports of
some companies. But
why do so many fail to
achieve the potential of
lean? When I speak at
diverse industry conferences or programs, I ask
who is doing something
about lean and who is
wildly successful. Unfortunately, both based on
those surveys and my
own observations, the
rate of companies succeeding at lean is probably around 1 %. This is
far too low.

What is a zealot? Defined, it
is a person who is fanatical
and uncompromising in pursuit of their religious, political and other ideals. If I were
to only pick one single leadership trait, it would not be
zealotry.

What is the differentiator? It is far too complicated to suggest one answer, however if there
were one answer, the
one that has universal
agreement is LEADERSHIP. Lack of leadership, or lousy leadership,
can prevent any organization from moving forward, and it can be
blamed for many failures
beyond lean including
the slew of corporate
ethics collapses.

The obvious reason for being
a zealot is to convince others.
But a less obvious reason is
that if you're not a zealot, it is
too easy to give up. A zealot
spends most of his or her
days frustrated. Why? Because not everything is the
way you think it should be,
and not everyone thinks the
way you think they should
either.

Why present Leading
Lean concepts in A
through Z? Well, if I
didn't limit it to the 26
letters of the alphabet, I
would probably never
finish the project. Here I
will actually start with Z.
Enjoy.

Being a zealot can have both
a good side and a bad one. In
isolation, zealotry can be narrow-minded, blind, unforgiving and ultimately destructive
to the objective. Zealotry
must be balanced with pragmatism, partnership and a
focus on others' real needs
and perceptions. With the
right balance, being a zealot
is a critical component of
leading lean.

If you are not frustrated, you
are probably not working on
the right problem. Being a
zealot helps you keep your
focus and direction through
that very frustration. Without
it, you may focus on what is
easy and doable, instead of
the important, right and
seemingly impossible things.
To accomplish big goals you
must be deeply committed to
what you are pursuing.

Being a zealot helps you win
others to your cause. The
passion you show in your
words and actions has many
benefits. If you were pursuing something just because
it was assigned to you, you
would find it hard to show
real passion. Passion and
zeal can be contagious. People want to believe in something. They want passion,
and will never jump in with
both feet if they don’t think
they'll feel that same passion. And perhaps most
importantly, when you become a zealot you never
again deliver a canned
speech or presentation. You
speak from the heart. You
speak from experience. You
own the idea.
To be a zealot you first must
become one and then must
sustain that role. The first
can take some time, but the
second takes forever. To
become a zealot takes belief,
which comes only through
experience. Don't attempt
to become a zealot without
experience because that
leads to the kind of unbalanced zealotry that can be
dangerous. To become a
zealot you have to start with
the head. Is getting it into
your head the same as experience? You have to get
the ideas, language, and
knowledge in there. You
have to learn it. Then, you
must get it into your hands.
What about your heart?
That is the real test. Lean
begins with you.

If you are not
frustrated, you
are probably not
working on the
right problem.
Being a zealot
helps you keep
your focus and
direction
through that
very frustration.
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Lean Quick Tip: 5S E-mail Accounts
Do you have one (or more) of
those e-mail accounts where the
scroll bar is so small because the
number of e-mails in your account is so large? Do you find
yourself hunting through hundreds of messages to find the
one you’re looking for? If so, it is
probably time to apply the 5S’s
to your account.

Step 3: Sort

First things first, it’s time to get
rid of all of the messages that are
old and obsolete. Be aggressive
in this step. Don’t keep messages
that you know will never be returned. If there are attachments
that need to be saved or printed,
do so now. Get rid of as much as
you can.

Now that what needs to be
kept has been identified, the
next task is to find a place
for all of your e-mails. The
easiest and most obvious
way is to create folders
based on tasks or other
buckets of work where emails can be neatly filed for
future use. The goal is to
remove as much from your
inbox as possible.

Step 2: Sweep

Step 4: Sanitize

Since we’re talking about computer applications, there really
isn’t the necessary cleaning activities that would be required in

This step is critically important as you will now set
rules for yourself to keep
your e-mail account clean.

Step 1: Sift

Want to apply
lean in a simple
way to the
knowledge
industry? Try this
lean quick tip

a physical workspace. Still
this is a good time to make
sure your e-mail pages have
the appropriate toolbars and
proper layout. Clean-up
anything that doesn’t look
right.

Some rules you may consider are setting a maximum number of e-mails in
your inbox. Once that
number is exceeded, complete another sorting and
sifting cycle. You can also
set rules on how many emails are permissible in
each folder. Another rule
might be that any unopened e-mail will be
automatically deleted after
a certain number of days.
The key is to set rules for
yourself to keep things
organized.
Step 5: Sustain
The final step in the process is setting up a quick
audit process to make
certain rules are being
followed and your account
is staying in good shape.
In the beginning, this audit may need to be everyday to force the discipline
to adhere. Overtime, it will
become a learned way of
working and you will be
the envy of all your coworkers.

Give it a try. You will no
longer look at your e-mail
workspace with dread and
you will be far more responsive in replying to
other’s requests. At the
very least, this exercise is a
great way to apply one of
the cornerstone lean tools
to the knowledge world.
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Lean Toolkit: Cascade Teaching
Proper Uses of Tool
1. To provide
ized education
either broadly
focused, to the
ganization

standardof lean,
or topicentire or-

2. To provide top-down
connection through the
organization establishing
leadership expectations
and practices

Improper Uses of Tool
1. Cascade teaching as
something good for every
level below the primary
leader but fails to include
the leader
2. Cascade teaching without proper change management preparations will
likely create skepticism
and cynicism in the organization

Description of Tool –
How-to
Cascade teaching is a
method to drive knowledge into the organization.
It is done in order to provide specific knowledge
throughout the organization in a standardized way.
Two elements must be
standardized – both the
content, or message, and
the process, or design.
Let’s take an example to
understand the process.
The CEO may begin
teaching something like a
lean overview, a concept

like continuous flow, or a tool
such as error proofing. The
CEO would teach the Vice
Presidents at the company.

organization.

The Vice Presidents, having
taken the class from their
boss, now prepare to teach
their direct reports, perhaps
the Plant Managers. The Plant
Manager then prepares and
teaches their staffs. The staff
members then prepare and
teach their reports. This continues through to the frontline employees so that everyone has been provided the
same teaching and messages.

1. It is hard to maintain a standard message when each
leader is responsible for
teaching.

There are two primary benefits to this approach. First,
when the teaching is received
from the boss, the student is
likely to take it much more
seriously than if it is taught by
some corporate staff. Second, if the executive or manager must teach it they must
prepare to teach, and this
helps extend the learning
process much further than if
they were just a student.
These two benefits are very
significant and powerful in
spreading a message and creating alignment within the

This barrier can be mitigated
by coupling each instructor
with a trained instructor who
can help them with the process, coach them on teaching,
and take over any extremely
facilitation-heavy activities.

There are some barriers to
success:

This barrier can be combated,
although not eliminated, by
preparing extensive teacher’s
notes for the managers.
2. Managers are not trained to
be effective instructors.

3. It is hard to schedule.
Instead of open classes that
people can attend as their
schedule works, you are asking
a manager and his entire staff
to be at the same place at the
same time for an extended
time. The only solution to this

Cascade
Teaching is a
great tool to put
leaders in the
role of teaching
in their
organizations
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Cascade Teaching (Continued)
is the strong emphasis on the
importance and then making it
happen.
4. The executive’s or manager’s
behavior may not be consistent with what is being taught,
leading to cynicism.
This is a barrier regardless of
who is doing the teaching, but is
somewhat reduced through the
cascade teaching approach.

The Lean Learning
Center offers all
of the tools from
the Lean Toolkit in
the Single Point
Lessons available
at :
www.leanlearning
center.com

It is best to have an extended
plan for cascade teaching; don’t
just do one module then ask
“what’s next?” Because of the
significant work that you must
do to remove barriers, it is best
to leverage this over an extended
series of cascade teaching. Have
a plan for this. What will be
taught first, second, third? What
frequency will new classes be

distributed? How will we
link one course to the next?
If cascade teaching is done
for more than a year, executives will eventually choose
this process to send any
important message to the
organization.
The teaching that will be
done of course must be
designed. The approach to
this will depend on the organization and the capabilities of the senior executive
leading the effort. It may be
designed by the executive
herself, or by a central support staff or even by an
outside organization. The
designer of the materials
must then prepare the first
teacher to do the teaching.
They may also be involved
in preparing other levels of

managers to do the same
teaching, depending on
need and availability.

Variations on the Tool
The practice can start at
any level depending on
what level the teaching
needs are identified. For
example, if a plant manager decides to transform
safety practices in the
plant, a cascade teaching
program may begin at that
level and be driven down
throughout the organization.

How Tool Relates to
Rules and Principles
Cascade teaching applies
the principle of Create a
Learning Organization
by strongly valuing learning. It turns the leaders
into teachers, and in
order to be teachers they
must also be learners.
The exchange between
boss and subordinate, or
mentor/mentee, begins
to build a learning culture.
Cascade teaching also
Establishes
High
Agreement of Both
What
and
How.
Through teaching, the
company’s approach to a
practice or tool is taught
in a standardized way,
providing a consistent
application among students.
Lean Rule #3: Specify
and simplify every flow
path is applied as the
teaching flows throughout the organization
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Single Point Lessons Available in Spanish!
The Lean Learning Center is pleased to announce that our Single Point Lesson package comprised of over 60 concepts, process tools, change management and improvement tools, and lean
rules and principles is now available in Spanish. To review Single Point Lesson samples or to
obtain more information on the package, pricing or ordering options, please review the products
section of our website at http://www.leanlearningcenter.com/products/
products__singlepoint.cfm or by contacting us directly at 248-478-1480.
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Lean Learning Center

40028 Grand River Avenue
Suite 300
Novi, Michigan 48375
Phone: 248-478-1480
Fax: 248-478-1589
Email: info@leanlearningcenter.com

Organization
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The Lean Learning Center was founded in
2001 by manufacturing and consulting industry veterans Andy Carlino, Jamie
Flinchbaugh and Dennis Pawley to address
the gaps and barriers that are holding back
companies from successful lean transformation. In addition to the advanced curriculum, the Center has developed a learning
environment designed specifically for adult
learning, utilizing techniques that include
discovery simulations, case studies, personal
planning and journaling. Together, with
affiliate Achievement Dynamics, founded
by Andy Carlino in 1991, the companies
offer a complete array of lean transformation services.

For more visit
www.leanlearningcenter.com

For more visit
www.leanlearningcenter.com

Lean Learning Center Announcements
Lean Value Stream Improvement
November 10, 2008

Lean Experience
November 3, 2008
December 15, 2008

Lean Experience-Europe Edition
November 17, 2008

For more information visit:
www.hitchhikersguidetolean.com

Leading Lean
October 27, 2008

